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NEW QUESTION: 1
You need to design a business process for the account managers'

customer list requirements.
Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer,
move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
NOT: Each correct selection n worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 2
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A. D
B. C
C. A
D. B
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
ä»¥ä¸‹å“ªäº›å¸§å±žäºŽ 802C .11MAC å±‚ç®¡ç•†å¸§
A. Association Request/Response
B. Probe Request/Response
C. Data
D. RTS ã€• CTS ã€• ACK
E. Beacon
F. Authentication Request/Response
Answer: A,B,E,F
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